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About a third of the way through this piece, this author noticed the date of the (most likely) first aircraft-to-ground radio 
transmission—August 4th, 1910—and glanced at the calendar on the wall—August 5th, 2010. 100 years and a day ago! 
Better planning would have had this typing done yesterday, accompanied by a glass of celebratory wine. 

BY the time Orville and Wilbur Wright made 
their epochal flights on the sandy spit near 
Kitty Hawk, NC, on that blustery day in 

December 1903, aerial reconnaissance from high 
above the battlefield was already an established, if not 
appreciated, art. It was practiced often during the 
early years of the American Civil War, using gas-
filled or hot-air balloons to lift observers above the 
conflict, where they could see for miles around. 
Problem was telling anybody what they 
saw, in any sort of timely manner. From 
a tethered balloon 1000 feet above north-
ern Arlington, VA (near Fort Marcy) in 
1861, the Civil War's most successful 
balloonist, Thaddeus S. C. Lowe, ob-
served Confederate troops in Falls 
Church, VA, and telegraphed their posi-
tions to Union officers, who ordered 
canister artillery fire on them, this being 
the first time in history that such a remote 
-control battle had been waged 
successfully. This was less than two 
months after Lowe had received approval 
to construct the reconnaissance balloon. 

Despite this and many similar such 
efforts in the Civil War, the highest of-

ficers, such as McClellan, Meade, and Grant, had 
little use for aerial observation, while the Confed-
erates had little means to accomplish it. McClellan 
had been embarrassed by his own panicky retreat at 
hearing the aerial reports of Lee's movements 
during the Peninsula campaign of 1862, and Grant 
was an old-schooler who believed in wearing down 
the enemy rather than spying on him. Lowe con-
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Map — Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center (not to scale) 
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(Continued from page 1) 
tinued to carry out his reconnaissance flights, using 
the tether wires to telegraph his observations down to 
the ground, and later trying experiments with mes-
senger pigeons. In Europe, though, balloon-borne 
surveillance, coupled with either pigeon messaging or 
simply tossing weighted notes down from the 
gondola was quite popular in wartime, getting plenty 
of practice in the 1870-71 Franco-Prussian War. 

It was only a matter of months after the first Wright 
flights at Kitty Hawk that observers noticed that the 
controllability and potential speed of an aircraft, 
relative to that of a balloon, might enable it to 
become an effective tactical aerial observation 
platform, but it would need a better way for sending 
the observation summaries down to ground forces, 
and to get new assignments from them. One such 
observer was Elmo Neale ("Pick") Pickerill, a young 
fellow who loved both airplanes and wireless. His 
vocation was chief wireless operator for the United 
Wireless Telegraph Company in New York City. In 
March 1910, he proposed to Wilbur Wright that they 
get together and he would build a wireless set and 
operate it in Wilbur's flying machine, if Wilbur 
showed him where it was allowable to string the 
antenna wires and mount the apparatus. Then they 
would get in Wilbur's plane and fly near a place 
where Pick would have arranged another wireless 
station, and they would see if it were possible to send 
and receive wireless messages while flying. The idea 
was to make the airplane a far more useful tool for 
the military. 

But when the plans solidified, the radio operator 
(Pick, himself) and the radio gear added over 275 
pounds to the weight of the airplane, way too much 
for flight. The only resort Pick could think of was for 
Wilbur to teach him to fly the machine, and he would 
fly it and use the radio gear simultaneously. Wilbur 
thought he was insane, and was reluctant to let him 
run the experiment in one of the Wright airplanes. 

Nonetheless, the training began, and radio 
construction got underway. Pick selected Sheepshead 
Bay, Long Island, as the place to run the test. There, 
Pick had convinced Glenn Curtiss to let him use a 
Curtiss biplane, very similar to a Wright Flyer, thus 
relieving the Wrights from the risk of loss of one of 
their planes. The transmitter was easy, consisting of a 
battery-operated "half-inch" spark coil, a crude tun-
ing coil and condenser, and a wire antenna strung 
from one wing-tip to the undercarriage and a very 
similar counterpoise wire strung on the opposite side 

Typical Lowe balloon tethered to a collier, used 
for observation in the Civil War. Reports were 
sent to ground via telegraph, using tether wires. 

of the aircraft. Pick probably never realized he was 
implementing a Hertzian dipole, something nearly 
everyone had abandoned since Hertz's experiments. 
The sending key was a push-button lashed to the 
control stick, and there was a switch fastened to a 
nearby strut for switching the antenna over to 
"receive." 

The receiver used the same antenna wires plus the 
alternative of a carborundum crystal and bias battery, 
or a Fessenden electrolytic detector, made of a small 
glass vial of potassium hydroxide solution with a 

(Continued on page 4) 
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(Continued from page 3) 
metal bottom electrode and a stopper carrying a 
Wollaston wire dipping into the solution. Ground 
tests showed this electrolytic detector to be quite 
sensitive, so this is the one Pick chose for the test. 
He wore ordinary headphones with a thick leather 
helmet over the phones, to reduce the engine racket. 
On the ground, in the grandstand of the Sheepshead 
Bay race track, an identical transmitter/receiver was 
built, using wire strung along the top of the grand-
stand for the antenna. 

As soon as Pickerill had left the ground at Mineola 
flying field, he heard his cohort at the race track, 
Howard Peck, calling him in Morse, over and above 
the terrific interference of the airplane engine spark 
plugs. He answered as soon as he had achieved a few 
hundred feet altitude, and was out of the stark-terror 
phase of flight. Howard Peck told him he was com-
ing in fine, and that Peck would watch for the plane, 
which was still out of sight. Meanwhile, Pickerill 
was also hearing several other stations calling, most 
of them ships and Long Island long-haul transmitters, 
such as Seagate. Pick and Peck carried out a spirited 
two-way radio conversation for about a quarter-hour, 
as their dry cells gradually weakened, and Pick 
reluctantly returned to Mineola and landed. The date 
was August 4m, 1910, exactly 100 years (plus a day) 
prior to the date 1 set this into print (I really should 
have written this yesterday, and used an Underwood, 
just for the occasion). 

The event made the New York papers, and launched 
Pickerill on a dual-destination journey into both 
aeronautics and radio. He worked a full career at 
American Marconi beginning in 1912. Pick took a 
leave of absence during the Great War, joining the 
Army Flying Corps in 1917 and teaching flying and 
radio throughout the war. Later his employer be-
came RCA, and before he died in 1962, he was likely 
the last living person to have been trained by the 
Wrights, themselves. 

But was this really the very first case of radio 
transmission from a heavier-than-air craft? We think 
it was the first documented case, having been 
covered by the news media, and confirmed by other 
ships and wireless listeners of the period and in the 
area. However, there is some evidence that a few 
months earlier, on the west coast, there were similar, 
but not well-documented, experiences. 

On January 24, 1910, a French flier named Louis 
Paulhan thrilled an audience of Central Californians 

by stunt flying a Farman biplane at Tanforan race 
track in San Bruno. He had just concluded a 10-day 
airshow south of Los Angeles at Dominiguez Field 
on the 201, and was spreading his fame in the west. 
One member of the Tanforan audience was Ralph 
Morrell Heintz [ 1], who was enthusiastic about 
aviation as well as wireless, much like Pickerill in 
New York. A couple months after the solo air show, 
Heintz was shopping for some wireless components, 
and wandered into Earle Ennis's little shop, the 
Western Wireless Equipment Co. Ennis was busy 
assembling a spark transmitter, and they talked about 
the air show and the possibility of bringing a 
transmitting and receiving set to Tanforan later in the 
month to conduct some air-to-ground wireless tests 
with an airplane that a friend of Heintz's was going to 
fly at the track in a mini-airshow staged to benefit 
highway improvements near Millbrae. 

Heintz packed up all the needed components and 
hopped the train and ferry from his home in Berkeley, 
getting to Tanforan early, but not earlier than Ennis, 
who had been there an hour or more, and he, together 
with his fiancée and the pilot, already had the self-
interrupted (buzzer-type) spark transmitter set up on 
the plane. They used a 25-foot trailing wire as 
antenna, to be let out by the pilot after he was in 
flight. For lack of anything else ground-like, they 
connected the transmitter "ground" terminal to the 
airplane engine, and attached a Morse key to the 
control lever (sort of a joy-stick). The transmitter 
was fed by three dry cells, and weighed about 14 
pounds. 

Ralph Heintz had found an abandoned telephone pole 
on the side of the track, and used it to hoist his 
antenna up in the air, using a metal stake for his 
ground connection. His receiver used an acid-filled 
electrolytic detector (rather than one with a caustic 
potash solution, as Pickerill would use). Miss Carol 
Read, Ennis's fiancée, kept some informal notes on 
the setup, at the prompting of Ennis. The pilot 
warmed the plane up and took off, flying ovals 
around the track, at a few hundred feet altitude. He 
tapped out simple Morse letters and short words, not 
being proficient enough to make complex sentences. 
On the ground, Heintz, wearing the headphones 
under a tight leather helmet, copied what he heard. 
Ennis ran to the plane upon its landing and asked 
what was sent, and the pilot told him most of what he 
thought he had transmitted. Comparing it with what 
Heintz had written, it was clear that signals had been 

(Continued on page 5) 
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(Continued from page 4) 
sent from the plane to the ground station. To 
approximate the date of the event, Ennis's fiancée 
had noted a very short time later that the "Revised 
Radio Ship Act" (P.L.262 of June 24, 1910) law had 
just been passed, requiring ships of 50 or more 
passenger capacity to carry wireless sets and an 
operator aboard. This law required Ennis to work 
round the clock to keep up with orders from ship-
owners, necessitating the postponement of their 
marriage by a year. This is how she remembered, 
rather accurately, the date of the test. We can be 
fairly sure it occurred around the end of May 1910 
just before or after the mini-airshow at Tanforan. 

Earle Ennis wished the test might help business in his 
little radio shop, but felt Heintz had been the impetus 
and controller in the test, and he apparently regretted 
never having properly documented the experiment, so 
he decided to re-enact the test in January 1911. For 
this new experiment, he built a complete transmitter 
and receiver for a Wright biplane, and invited the 
Army to take part in the test, conducted under the 
control of Lt. P. W. Beck at "Selfridge Field," a name 
temporarily given the Tanforan airstrip for the 
occasion [2]. Lt. Beck carried the transmitter/receiv-
er in a mahogany box fastened on his lap, as he sat as 
passenger in the aircraft. He had a trailing-wire an-
tenna, and used many of the wing stays as a 
counterpoise or "ground." The air-to-ground 
transmitting tests were conducted on January 251, 
1911, with the plane at 500 feet altitude traveling at 
55 mph, some 20 to 40 miles from Selfridge Field, 
where Beck's signals were received by Ennis, with 
his Perikon-detector receiver. There were many 
military witnesses to this experiment, and Ennis had 
printed the Western Wireless Equipment Co. 
nomenclature on the airborne set in bold letters, 
readable in the press photographs that appeared in 
national magazines and newspapers at the time. The 
label said, "Type A-4 Aeroplane Wireless Telegraph 
Set. Developed for Western Wireless Equipment Co." 

Ennis wrote up the experiment for the magazine 
Journal of Electricity, Power, and Gas, where it 
appeared in the 1 April 1911 issue, pages 279-280. 
Although Washington-based military men wrote to 
Ennis for details, he never got any orders from them 
for "Aeroplane" wireless equipment. 

Yet another claim to the title "first radio signal 
transmitted from an aircraft" has been claimed by 
James McCurdy, who transmitted and received while 
flying a Curtiss biplane at Sheepshead Bay, 
duplicating Pickerill's experiment, almost exactly, on 
August 271, 1910 [3]. McCurdy used what he called 
a Horton wireless set, honoring the inventor of the 
trailing-wire aircraft antenna, which McCurdy used 
on this flight. Five months later, on January 3061, 
McCurdy's aircraft crashed into the sea in Havana 
Bay, Cuba, and he became the first downed pilot to 
be rescued by a Navy ship, the brand-new destroyer 
DD-25, the USS Terry. 

But none of these events was documented to the 
satisfaction of the U.S. Navy. (Of course, nothing 
short of a Naval official in attendance could do that.) 
In his History of Communications-Electronics in the 
United States Navy, Captain Linwood Howeth (1963 
edition, pages 187 fr.) relates the "official" first radio 
communication between a plane and a ground station. 
In September1908, Lt. George Sweet (USN) and Lt. 
Thomas Selfridge (USA) were scheduled to take 
turns as passenger on a demonstration flight series at 
Ft. Myer, VA. Since Selfridge wanted to leave in the 
afternoon, he swapped places with Sweet, taking the 
first flight in the morning. Unfortunately the plane 
crashed, and Selfridge was killed. Sweet became a 
strong advocate for Naval flight capabilities, and 
especially wanted the Navy to adopt aircraft as naval 
artillery spotters, such that they would need radio 
equipment and operators as well as planes. He began 
researching radios that could be used on aircraft. 

(Continued on page 6) 

For the Record 
The July meeting of the Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club took place at the Davidsonville facility on the 18th 
of the month. It was reported that 54 persons attended. The mid-Atlantic standard hot weather continued dur-
ing the weekend, making the event one of very high temperatures and hot sunlight outdoors in the flea market. 
Col. Belanger did hid usual good job as auctioneer, netting about $212, a combination of donated items and 
commissions. 

The August meeting of the club took place at the same facility, with about 52 attendees. The Show-n-Tell fea-
ture was especially interesting, with seven or eight exhibits to be explained or questioned. The auction was 
conducted by Ed Lyon, owing to the Colonel's travel out of town. Auction proceeds totalled $306.60, includ-
ing a generous donation of $ 145 worth of goods from Bill Goodwin. Many thanks, Bill. 
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(Continued from page 5) 
It would not be until October 1911 that the Navy 
would own an airplane (actually three of them, a 
Wright and two Curtiss models) and would have a 
trained pilot, Lt. Theodore Ellyson, who had trained 
at the Curtiss Hammondsport plant. The Wright 
plane was selected to receive a transmitter and 
receiver, and initial tests were run, using a standard 
Navy IP-76 (Wireless Specialty Apparatus Co.) 
receiver and a home-brew transmitter sporting a Ford 
Model T spark coil. Antenna wires linked many of 
the rigging cables in the wings, and a storage battery 
fed the transmitter. These initial tests were 
completely unsuccessful, with engine spark 
interference and low transmitter power the main bars 
to success. The project was started anew, with a 
modified 250-watt quenched-spark transmitter and a 
special crystal receiver worn on the operator's chest, 
hanging from a lanyard around his neck. Antenna 
wires were stretched beneath the wings, much like 
Pickerill's setup a year earlier. 

The transmitter was fed not from a battery, but from a 
small generator having a flat leather belt driven from 
the aircraft engine flywheel. A separate person 
operated the radio aboard the aircraft, thus fulfilling 
the Navy rule that a pilot did piloting and a radioman 
did radioing. Ranges of 3 miles to and from a nearby 
destroyer were achieved on the second flight, and 
before long they were able to send and receive over 
distances of 15 or more miles. But ignition and other 
electrical static interference dominated the sounds in 
the airborne headphones, indicating that serious work 
lie ahead in the development of aircraft electrical 
systems and radio, in some sort of cooperative effort. 
It would not be until 1915 that the Navy and Army 
Flying Corps would have capable radios for aboard 
aircraft, and these would be improved through the 
development of suitable high-vacuum tubes by such 
firms as Western Electric, Westinghouse, and General 
Electric (the "big three") during the 1915-1918 
period. DeForest's audions were simply too fragile 
and temperamental to operate in aircraft of the day. 

The First World War created the condition in which 
the military found the radio electron tube patent 
impasse absolutely intolerable. The impasse was, of 
course, that DeForest could not produce audions 
without infringing Fleming's valve patents and 
nobody else, including Fleming, could build audions 
without infringing deForest's audion patents. The 
Navy simply declared an amnesty period in which 
anyone building tubes for the military could do so 
without fear of infringement penalties. As a result, 

great technological strides were made in tube 
performance by the "big three" during the amnesty. 
By 1919, vacuum tubes were powerful, quiet, and 
efficient, and could be made with predictable and 
controlled characteristics. 

A British Mark ll aircraft radiotelephone, designed 
and manufactured by General Electric in America. 

American aircraft radios built during the 1915-1918 
period were destined for use in Europe in the Great 
War, mainly by British and French aircraft, and found 
use in artillery spotting and spying on enemy troop 
movements. Aeronautical engineers first resisted, 
then accepted, the ideas of shielding all engine and 
control wiring, including the spark plugs and their 
wires. The shields actually helped protect these com-
ponents from incidental damage, and helped 
ruggedize the engine, despite the added weight of the 
shielding and interference bypassing. Adding radio 
antennas, especially those long trailing wires, gave 
the aero engineers more heartburn, but by the mid 
1920s, it was becoming clear that ever-higher 
operating frequencies were suitable for aeronautical 
use, and that the antennas needed were shrinking in 
size, commensurate with the wavelength shortening. 
Safe guidance of aircraft by radio methods seemed 
within reach. By 1930, aircraft engines and other 
systems were being designed with elimination of 
electrical interference to radio systems a standard 
goal [4]. 

The actual capability for aircraft to find their ways in 
the dark or in bad weather came slowly. The Post 
Office made several attempts to deliver mail by 
aircraft during the teens and 20s, and had set up light 
beacons (originally bonfires, but by 1925 some were 
electric rotating beacons) along a course partway 
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(Continued from page 6) 
across the continent. Then on May 20, 1926, 
Congress transferred responsibility for this course ("a 
transcontinental airway") from the Post Office to the 
Department of Commerce. A new aeronautics 
branch, with an Airways Division absorbed over 15 
air mail radio stations and nearly one hundred 
emergency landing fields, and hundreds of 
employees. The foundation for creating a radio 
airways network or map was in place. 

The Germans had devised a simple wireless airship 
guidance system during the first World War that did 
not see much action at that time, but which served as 
a model for the Lorenz civil aircraft flight control 
system to be developed during the late 1920s and 
1930s. Radio Age carried a picture of that wartime 
guidance scheme along with a brief explanation of 
how it was supposed to work, back in perhaps 2004. 
To illustrate how this system...operated, imagine a 
rosette of, say, 12 outward-directed transmitting 
antennas, energized one at a time, located in friendly 
territory (Germany). The antenna pointing north is 
energized for five minutes, from 11:57:30 to 12:02:30 
o'clock (while the minute hand is passing through 
12). Then the antenna aimed at 015 degrees ("one-
o'clock") is energized for five minutes, followed by 
energization of the antenna pointing at 030 degrees 
("two-o'clock"), and so on, for one hour, and the 
sequence is repeated. This way, a lost aircraft pilot 
outfitted with a receiver, a compass, and an accurate 
pocket-watch has merely to note when the signal from 
that station is strongest, and look at his watch minute 
hand. By rotating his watch with respect to the 
compass so the 12 on the watch face is directed 
SOUTH, he knows the transmitting station is located 
where the minute hand is pointing. If he is working 
with several widely-spaced such transmitting stations, 
he can easily locate himself with respect to the array 
of stations. We used 12 directional antennas in this 
illustrative model, but the German system, built by 
Telefunken, and described in the April 1918 issue of 
Popular Science Monthly (page 632 ff.) had 32 such 
antennas, one for each tick on a standard compass 
rose, but requiring odd timing. 

In this country, a slightly different scheme was being 
hatched by radiomen at the National Bureau of 
Standards (NB S) and their contractors. Spearheaded 
by Francis Dunmore, and Percival D. Lowell, (and by 
1927, led by Harry Diamond) the effort included 
basic radio design suitable for use in aircraft as well 
as an overall airways mapping scheme in which 
ground-based transmitters acted as homing beacons, 

The original Telefunken directional station used for 
airships to help find themselves in poor weather. It 
used 32 antennas, energized one at a time. 

lane markers, and identification marks for aircraft 
flying in zero-visibility conditions. Lowell and 
Dunmore were the tinkerers and came up with good 
basic designs for radio transmitters and receivers, and 
they were active in patenting most of the novel 
designs they came up with. Diamond, on the other 
hand, although a competent circuit designer, himself, 
joined the team as the strategist, and he concentrated 
on the airways system, but with his good electronics 
background, he knew what could work well and what 
couldn't. That way he was not lured into dead-ends 
or delays where the plan looked good, but there were 
no proper frequencies yet allocated for the work, for 
example. 

All three of these engineers had a good deal of respect 
for the difficulties of working delicate radio apparatus 
aboard airframes that vibrated from the powerful 
engines and suffered very high interference fields 
from the engine ignition and accessories. They paid 
much attention to the details of low power drainage 
from the aircraft engines, rugged tube designs that 
resisted microphonics and internal damage from 
vibration, and mechanical designs that did not 
disassemble themselves due to the intense vibration 
and pounding caused by the engines and air 
turbulence. Remember that at this time most of the 
prospective commercial aircraft engines had only six, 
seven, or eight cylinders, and every bolt and nut on 
the aircraft had to be locked in place with safety wires 
or cotter pins, because without them even the engines 
would become disassembled from the pounding of the 
pistons. After about 1924, NBS had support from the 
new Naval Research Laboratory, where Hoyt Taylor 
and his crew were trying to ruggedize radios for 
aboard ships, similarly affected by vibration and 
shock, but resulting from gunfire, not engines. They 
had convinced Westinghouse, for example, to make 

(Continued on page 8) 
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Lowell's patented 
tube-socket/trans-
former holder made 
for the Radio Instru-
ment Co. 
(Washington, DC) 

(Continued from page 7) 

tubes like the WD- 11 more robust and well-anchored 
in their sockets, resulting in the now-rare VT- 15, one 
of the tubes Diamond used in his aircraft radio 
models, along with the Western Electric VT-24 
electrical equivalent. 

With a broader outlook than just aircraft radio in 
mind, Lowell took time to write patent applications 
for several of his developments in the decade between 
1920 and 1930. For example, in 1922 he did some 
consulting with the fledgling Radio Instrument 
Company (RICo) in Washington, DC, and designed 
(and patented) a method of mounting of both tubes 
(E.B. Myers RAC-3) and interstage transformers on 
Bakelite stanchions that had retaining clips to hold the 
components. The idea, although not very practical, 
was to allow "quick-change" of the narrow-band 
transformers (and tubes, if need be) in lieu of 
adjusting a tuning capacitor to change operating 
frequencies. Radio Instrument Company actually 
built some receivers using the technique in 1923. 
One such receiver uses three Myers RAC-3/RF 
transformer stanchions, a type UX-200 detector, and 
an RAC-3/audio transformer stanchion. The shaky 
availability of the RAC-3 tube forced RICo to 
simplify the stanchions to hold transformers alone, 
while ordinary UX201 and UX200 tubes in a 5-gang 
socket did the lifting. 

Later, Lowell and Dunmore collaborated in devising a 
multi-winding power transformer that they used to 
feed filaments and B-supply (rectified by a diode-
connected triode, since this was before the 

development of the power rectifier) for a four-tube 
radio, for which arrangement they sought a patent in 
March 1922. It was granted in 1923, and a separate 
application, also dated March 1922, sought a patent 
on the same power supply system for an audio 
amplifier (e.g., for a phonograph), resulting in a 1926 
patent. These two patents ( 1455141 and 1606212) 
were exclusively licensed to Dubilier, who expected 
to sell huge numbers of filter capacitors with these 
power supplies, and would license the patents to 
others as well, for added revenue. 

The Bureau of Standards tried to sue Dunmore and 
Lowell to obtain ownership of these two patents, 
since nearly every ac-powered radio being built in the 
period from 1929 through the 1950s would use this 
method of power supply design. In a landmark 
decision in early 1933, the Supreme Court finally 
decided for Dunmore and Lowell, claiming that 
except for cases where an employee is covered by a 
written contract granting all patentable ideas to his 
employer, or where the employee is hired expressly 
to invent things, the employer does not have the right 
to claim employee-generated inventions as its own 
property. Instead, the employer would be auto-
matically granted "shop rights," or a royalty-free 
license to use the invention, if the employee could be 
shown to have done the inventing on company time, 
and used company property for any contributing ex-
periments or tests. 

The trio of Dunmore, Lowell, and Diamond would 
eventually produce more than 20 or 25 patented 
methods for improving radio systems for aircraft 
guidance and communications [5]. These ranged 
from basic circuit components to overall beam-
forming and controlling systems that eventually 
covered the world with fixed and movable airways 
along which aircraft could navigate with confidence, 
anti-collision systems to keep aircraft mutually 
separated, radio-altimeters that read the actual 
altitude above terrain (rather than the pressure 
altitude), and several methods of direction-finding 
(DF) through the use of loop antennas and non-linear 
(logarithmic-response) detection in one case, and a 
combination of multi-loop antennas and detection so 
that the post-detected loop responses could be 
combined to sharpen the "maximum" response. Both 
of these DF schemes [5] allowed working with signal 
maxima, rather that nulls, which are difficult to work 
with in noisy conditions (how does one listen for 
nothingness [a null] in the presence of noise?). 

(Continued on page 9) 
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(Continued from page 8) 
To communicate with aircraft from ground stations, 
the receivers and transmitters used on the ground 
resemble closely ordinary high-quality communi-
cations gear. Starting in the 1920s, Navy gear such 
as SE- 1420 receivers found use in these stations. The 
Bureau of Standards started to work on two-way 
technology in December 1926 at its experimental 
station in College Park, Maryland. By the next April, 
it had an experimental ground-to-air radiotelephone 
system operating that could communicate up to 50 
miles. Soon after, a transmitter installed at Bellefonte, 
PA, on the transcontinental (beacon-illuminated) 
airway, successfully communicated with an airmail 
plane 150 miles away. In the 1930s the makers of 
quality communications equipment obtained 
contracts to produce the ground station transmitters 
and receivers, much of this equipment built by RCA, 
National, Lear, and Bendix. 

The commercial radio industry was not prompt to 
begin development of aircraft radio apparatus, mainly 
because of the low number of potential buyers. 
Western Electric (WE), however, supported in the 
main by the telephone company, did step forward, 
and produced both transmitting and receiving 
equipment for all sizes and types of aircraft, 
beginning in about 1925. By 1930, RCA was also 
supplying several sizes of aircraft radio equipment, 
and by 1936, Lear, Collins, and Bendix had joined 
the group of aircraft radio manufacturers. The entry 
of RCA into aviation radio was largely due to the 
efforts of the aforementioned Elmo Pickerill, who in 
1928 had been named head of a new RCA Aviation 
Division. 

The earlier Western Electric transmitters and receiv-
ers were designed to use WE's own tube types, but 
when the major airlines began to employ the radios in 
quantity, ordinary commercial equivalents were 
substituted, often requiring specialized circuit modifi-
cations performed by the airline engineers. For ex-
ample, the WE Model 8A transmitter, using their own 
tube complement, became the United Airlines Model 
E5271, with added "quick frequency shift" (a second 
crystal controlled master oscillator) to allow com-
munications in a congested area on an alternate fre-
quency. In the United Airlines transmitter, type 807 
tubes were used as crystal oscillators, but United 
retained the WE 261A triodes as final amplifier and 
modulator tubes. Ordinary amplitude modulation 
was employed in all early aircraft radios used for 
communication. Morse keying (CW) was used in 

emergencies, but usually used modulated signals 
(MCW) because most aircraft receivers did not have 
beat-frequency oscillators (BF0s) to make the on-off 
keying audible as tones [6]. 

RCA built the AVR series of receivers and the AVT 
transmitters, the simplest receiver being the two-tube 
AVR-10 which operated only in the 200-400 kHz 
band. The better AVR-7 series was a superhet, 
configured as a two-band set, covering either 200-
400 lcHz plus the broadcast band (AVR-7) or 200-400 
kHz plus the 2300-6800 kHz band (AVR-7A). RCA 
was one of two builders of the W4A transmitter (WE 
was the other), a relatively large 50-watt unit that 
could be switched to any of four day frequencies and 
four night frequencies, the overall range being 2800 
kHz to 5900 kHz. Although all W4A transmitters 
changed frequency by switching in any of the eight 
crystals, strangely enough, the RCA units had the low 
frequency crystals (night frequencies) in switch 
positions 1-4, and the high-frequency crystals in 
positions 5-8, while the Western Electric units did the 
opposite. 

Later airline transmitters included the Western 
Electric Model 27A, operating at 135 watts over the 2 
-10 MHz range, the Bendix TA-2D, producing 100 
watts over the 2.8-18 MHz span, and the Collins 17D 
Autotune model, that could operate at 100 or 175 
watts power on 10 preset frequencies over the 2-18 
MHz span. For all these later sets there were 
companion receivers that could operate from wire 
antennas strung alongside, under, or over the 
fuselage, or rotatable loop antennas for direction-
finding. For this latter task, Bendix, Lear, Sperry, 
and RCA all made specialized loop-input direction-
finding receivers for use on commercial and business 
aircraft, by 1938, and Bendix made loop adapters [6] 
to fit between the rotatable loop and any receiver (not 
that it helped Amelia Earhart Putnam very much) to 
allow direction-finding on any signal identifiable. 

One of the concepts Harry Diamond and his two 
circuit designers (Lowell and Dunmore) kept pushing 
was the low-frequency radio range, or system of 
airways marking, so aircraft could fly blind over 
great distances along what seemed to be marked 
highways in the air. The scheme developed in this 
country (by the National Bureau of Standards, at the 
College Park, MD, airport) employed the "A-N" 
airways range stations. Such a transmitting station 

(Continued on page 11) 
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ELECTION time again! Next 
month's MAARC meeting at 
Davidsonville, MD will see the 

attending members select the officers 
and directors for our club. The slate of 
officers and directors willing to serve 
another year is listed on page 2 of this 
issue, with the following exceptions: 
Dr. Steve Hansman will run for the 

presidency, and Bill Goodwin will run for the vice-
presidency, replacing Geoff Shearer and Willie 
Sessoms, respectively, who have served for many 
years with highest distinction. Both Geoff and Willie 
will stay on as directors or directors emeriti. 

W HILE on the subject of elections, note the 
picture here. It shows MAARC's first 
president, Joe Koester, as he has just run, 

successfully, for his Tennessee district's County 
Commissioner office. (There is absolutely no truth to 
the rumor that his opponent was Barney Fife.) Joe 
should make a fine commissioner; he certainly framed 
a fine radio club up here in Mid-Atlantic-land. 

i,ts 

CAVEAT EMPTOR. If you are in dire need of a 
very-hard-to-get old-time radio component 
and decide to advertise your need on the world 

wide web, do not be surprised to receive several very 
prompt offers for exactly what you are seeking — and 
from highly unlikely places — like London, Paris, 
Rome, or Istanbul. Most of these unbelievable offers 
are there to collect your international money order, and 
then vanish. A MAARC member wrote us to say he 
had received not one, but two absolutely identical 
offers for an extremely rare Philco power supply he 
had sought on the web. The offers were from someone 
with two different names, but sharing the same address 
in London, and misspelling the same words in the 
offer. Smelling a rat, our member told the offeror(s) to 

buzz off. 

Good advice. 

W
E'VE run across several unusual ways to 
"ballast" or add resistance to the power line 
feeding an ac-dc radio's heater string. In 

RadioActivity's radio repair clinic, the proper use of a 
1N4007 diode plus a small resistance was discussed. 
Recently, I ran across a VM portable kid's phonograph 
that used a single 35L6GT tube, and the heater was 
wired in series with the phono motor! This was a 
special 85-volt phono motor, apparently, but quite 
clever! 

Another way of replacing one of those danged ballast 
tubes in those older 300-milliampere series-wired 
radios was suggested by a member just recently. It 
involved using a single electrolytic capacitor plus a 
rectifying diode (the trusty 1N4007), and the scheme 
worked beautifully using a CAD (computer-aided 
design) program to model the circuit and all its 
waveforms. However, the CAD program is only as 
good as you tell it to be, since you are the one inputting 
the component values. And guess what: Those pesky 
electrolytic capacitors are not really capacitors at all 
for the reverse-voltage-half of the power line 
waveform. They are merely wet resistors, just waiting 
to build up enough steam to pop. But, the good news 
is that they are nasty wet resistors only half the time— 
the rest of the time they are very loosely-sized 
capac itors. 

Don't try this at home. 
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(Continued from page 9) 
used a four-element monopole antenna array, 
arranged in a square layout pattern, energized in 
opposite pairs. Let us imagine one pair being the 
north and south monopoles, spaced one-half 
wavelength apart and the other pair being the east and 
west monopoles, also spaced a half-wavelength apart. 
(If the operating frequency is, say, 6 MHz, the 
elements in each pair will be 25 meters apart.) Now, 
we will excite the north pair with the 6 MHz 
transmitter using the Morse letter "A" but sent very 
slowly, requiring one second for the "dit-dah" of a 
single letter A. The letter A is repeated forever, with 
one second between letters. One simple way to send 
this letter A is to use a cam-operated switch, driven 
by a timer motor running at 1 revolution per second. 
Now, when the transmitter is not actually sending 
power to this north-south pair, we will let the rotary 
switch direct the transmitter power to the east-west 
pair. Thus the north-south antenna pair is radiating 
the letter A, and the east-west pair is radiating the 
inverse of the letter A, which is the letter N. 

Each of these antenna pairs radiates in a broadside 
direction, that is, in a general direction normal to the 
pair layout. For example, the north-south pair 
radiates a repeating letter A eastward and westward in 
a figure-of-eight pattern, while the east-west pair 
radiates a figure-of-eight pattern northward and 
southward, sounding like a repeating letter N. These 
figures-of-eight patterns overlap toward the 
northeast, southeast, southwest, and northwest, 
forming narrow spokes in these directions that have 
equal power levels of letter A and letter N, which, to 
a receiver, appear as a constant signal, with no 
modulation at all. These four directional spokes can 
readily be found by lost aircraft for each such station, 
these transmitters being distinguished from each 
other by their differing operating frequencies. Any 
pilot who wishes to fly directly over one of these 
stations can follow any of the four equal-signal 
pathways toward the station (he distinguishes "to" 
and "from" by noting whether the signals are getting 
stronger or weaker). Directly over the station, the 
signal quickly vanishes (the "cone of silence"), since 
the monopoles do not radiate upward. Maps showing 
the radio-equipped airways, airports, and terrain were 
developed by the Department of the Interior, in 
collaboration with the civil aviation authorities, and 
became consulted (and memorized) by pilots flying 
commercial airline routes [7]. 

If it is desired to distort the airways spokes to other 

direction differences than 90 degrees, the figures-of-
eight patterns can be "squeezed" and/or "bent" by 
adjusting the relative power levels and/or the phase 
fed to the two pairs, easily accomplished by the use 
of attenuators in the feedlines and extending the 
lengths of certain feedlines. Cockpit instruments 
were soon developed that responded to this A-N 
system, giving the pilot a visual compass-like 
indicator that pointed to the desired station, and a 
deviation indicator that pointed which way he should 
turn to intercept the airway. The transcontinental 
airways scheme was to erect such stations having 
their airways linked together all the way across the 
continent, and into any areas needing air service [8]. 
At sufficiently low operating frequencies the method 
was even used to direct flights across huge oceanic 
spans, such as from Hawaii to California cities. In 
the transcontinental airways plan, the letters A and N 
were not the only codes used, but several other 
complementary pairs, like D and U, or B and V, were 
employed since frequency space was limited, and 
pilots could possibly hear several stations on a given 
frequency, especially at night. 

Diamond devised several alternative ways [9] of 
coding the airways marker stations' signals, such as 
by different tones rather than different letters. The 
problem with the older A-N system was pilot fatigue, 
since the aircraft operator had to listen for the steady 
signal to stay on-course. With a tone-modulated 
system, instead, a cockpit instrument (invented by 
Dunmore [ 10]) composed of a set of resonant reeds 
would be energized by the received tones, and when 
"on course," that is when both tones are heard with 
equal loudness, the two reeds in the center of the 
instrument face would vibrate with high, and equal, 
amplitude, whereas when off course, the reeds on that 
side of the instrument would vibrate with the highest 
amplitude, telling the pilot to steer toward the proper 
side (left or right) to equalize the reed vibrations. 
The airways range system is essentially still used 
today, except that it is now operated at VHF (called 
"VOR" or "omni," for VHF Omnidirectional Range), 
even though most pilots today use GPS navigation, 
almost entirely. 

We have progressed these past 100 years from 
aircraft radios that would hardly work with the 
aircraft's engine running and producing spark-plug 
static, to completely automatic radio-navigation 
systems that can find the proper destination airport 

(Continued on page 12) 
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and land an airliner with no 
attention by the pilot, if need be, 
all the while maintaining safe 
separation from other aircraft 
during the journey. And the 
operating frequencies have been 
moving ever upward, eliminating 
the need for hundred-foot trailing 
wire antennas, and substituting, 
instead, tiny bumps on the 
fuselage surface perhaps the size 
of hockey pucks. Pick Picked11 
saw only the first half of this 100-
year odyssey, while aviation guys 
like MAARC president Geoff 
Shearer have seen only the last 
half, so far, at least. 
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WHEN ONE TUBE IS NOT ENOUGH 
(AND SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT) 

BY ED LYON 
What to do if a device to be operated by children needs repairs, and it has a single 35L6GT tube, and needs 
more gain—right, you guessed it: potential for a hot chassis, and not the thing for kids. 

W HEN the old electronic apparatus you are 
about to repair only has one tube, and its 
input signal is no longer anywhere near 

as high in power as it was when the apparatus was 
new, then how do you restore the apparatus to its nor-
mal functionality? Can you squeeze enough addi-
tional amplification out of that one tube to allow the 
thing to work satisfactorily? Well, that's one ap-
proach, but it might not be enough. Another way 
would be to add a little surreptitious booster amplifier 
in the circuit somewhere — hopefully some place 
where you can remove it in a hurry to restore the de-
vice to its factory condition. 

The device or apparatus in question is a mid- 1950s 
kid's phonograph, a V-M Model 121, which has only 
a 35L6GT in it — plus a selenium rectifier that has 
turned to toast. The rectifier is no problem; I will 
replace it electrically with a 1N4007 silicon diode — 
good for 1000 volts peak inverse, just in case there's 
a nuclear attack or lightning stroke in the offing. But 
that 35L6 already has its tongue pulled out, with a 
fully bypassed cathode resistor and all, and a standard 
set of screen and plate voltages. 

The basic problem is the phono cartridge; the old one 
is one of those Astatic Rochelle-salt crystal types that 
could make 2.5 or 3 volts' worth of signal just from 
children's records. It currently has potassium tartrate 
solution oozing out of its crevices and corroding the 
cartridge case and needle, owing to the hot humid 
weather, and a hardening of the rubber seals. So I'll 
have to find a replacement cartridge, probably a mag-
netic or ceramic type, and their best outputs will be 
down in the tens to maybe a hundred millivolts. So I 
need at least an additional gain factor of 10 to 100 to 
get the expected volume of kid's music out of this 
thing. This calls for a good amplifier stage (mental 
note No. 1). If I stick with tube technology, how will 
I feed another tube? I had visions of soldering in a 
subminiature high-mu triode or pentode, sneaking 
another 6 volts of heater potential out of the power 
line hookup, which was already feeding a 35L6GT, 
right? The power-line dropping resistor would need 
to be changed, perhaps. 

I decided to see how the designers of this phonograph 
fed the 35L6GT its heater voltage. Where was the 
big dropping resistor? There was none. Tracing the 
wiring revealed that they wired the heater of the 
35L6GT in series with the phono turntable motor! 
Now, that's clever, but I wondered whether this was a 
special, reduced-voltage-rating motor, or just a stan-
dard one; and then what was the actual voltage across 
the motor, when the phono was in operation? So I 
measured the phono motor voltage with the phono 
plugged in and turned on. The 35L6 tube read 35 
volts on its heater — right on; but the motor voltage 
read 110 volts. That's so close to the standard rating 
for 120-volt phono motors that I just had to dig out 
another turntable from the junk pile and check it out 
when connected in series with a 35L6. 

I quickly wired a power cord to the junk-box phono 
motor, wired in series with pins 2 and 7 of a spare 
octal socket, into which I plugged a 35L6GT tube. 
Since I was going to use only a digital multimeter, I 
didn't go to the trouble of using an isolation trans-
former. I plugged the circuit into the fused power 
receptacle on the bench, switched the digital meter to 
ac-volts, and read 36 volts on the 35L6 and 109 volts 
on the motor. If you're wondering why these don't 
simply add to get 120 volts, don't worry, they do, but 
as vectors. The resistance of the 35L6 heater has a 36 
-volt vector aimed, say, north, while the motor's volt-
age vector, 109 volts in length, is aimed roughly 
north of east, by comparison. Added end-to-end, 
these do reach a total length of 120 volts. 

The main point here is that this junk-box motor was 
definitely a 120-volt phono motor, and it read essen-
tially the same voltages as did the little V-M kid's toy 
phono. This means I can wire the V-M motor directly 
across the power line, and do away with the series-
connected 35L6 and its death-trap of a B+ supply. 
This then means I will take out all the ac-dc-like cir-
cuitry, and get the power line definitely isolated from 
the power line. I have some old solid-state integrated 
amplifiers in the solid-state junk box, and there are 
plenty of old wall-wart power supplies lying around, 
so I will spend my reconstruction effort on mounting 
these modern components and marrying them with a 
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volume control with a power switch, and then add a 
fuse-holder and 2-amp fuse. 

This also allows me to forget the problem of how to 
keep the phono from exhibiting hum when the tone 
arm is lifted casually, allowing one's finger to touch 
the phono cartridge, because now the phono cartridge 
will have one terminal and its case grounded to the 
little chassis, which will, in turn, be connected to 

tridge housing itself, or from 
prompted me to scrap the old 
and substitute a safe solid state 
safe fused power supply. 

So much for antique electronics. 

earth via the 
power line 
safety ground. 

So, much as I 
wanted to be 
clever and wire 
a subminiature 
tube into the 
underside of 
the phono am-
plifier chassis, 
and sneak in a 
tiny audio pre-
amplifier, my 
concern that a 
child might get 
a shock from 
the circuit by 
touching the 
tone arm car-

a capacitor failure 
amplifier altogether, 
unit with a similarly 
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emssweet A ets 
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month, 
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated 
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The 
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication. 
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed. 

SERVICES: Professional 
restorations for all TUBE TYPE 
antique table radios, floor model 
consoles, cathedrals, tombstones, 
battery sets, communication receivers 
and music amplifiers. 
Complete overhauls to factory 
specifications. Lacquer sprayed, hand 
rubbed cabinet refmishing. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. UPS/USPS/ 
FEDEX/TRUCK shipments accepted. 
4 year warranty on new parts. 
Bob Eslinger/KR1U, ANTIQUE 
RADIO RESTORATION & REPAIR, 
20 Gary School Road, Pomfret Center, 
CT 06259. Hours: 9am-5pm eastern, 
Tuesday thru Saturday. Telephone/fax: 
860-928-2628. 
E-mail: bob@oldradiodoc.com. Please 
come visit us on the web at http:// 
www.oldradiodoc.com or stop by... 
when in the New England area. 

Free Services: John Okolowicz has 

created a really neat on-line radio 

database. See the web address 

below. You can type in a radio's 

tube lineup and it will spit out all 

the models with that tube lineup. 

Very handy! The web site is: 

www.grillecloth.com/sylvania-

tubelist.php 

Radio Repair Guidance: Young 
member seeks mentor in his first 
restoration projects, a Philco 42-380 
and Zenith 5-R-135. A professional 
engineer largely self-taught in vintage 
radios, I'm completing cabinet 
restoration and would welcome 
friendly guidance in repairing the 
chassis. Please invest in the future of 
the hobby by passing your knowledge 
onto the next generation. Lee Edgar, 
(703)971-2190, ledgar@qac.org. 

Wanted: Vintage audio/hi-fi 
equipment: amplifiers, tuners, 
speakers, audio tubes, parts catalogs, 
brochures, literature, etc. Electronic 
estates wanted. Highest prices paid. 
Trades possible. See large ads in 
March-June Radio Age for details. 
Alan Feinstein, Cell: 240-478-1100, 
home: 410-740-5222. 

For Sale: 1928 Majestic Model 72 
with manual. Chassis restored, plays 
well. Cabinet in good condition, type 
with doors. $ 150.00, pick up only. Can 
send email pictures. Alvin Heckard, 
165 Orchard Grove Ave., Lewistown, 
PA 17044. aheckard@verizon.net 

For Sale/Trade: Guild New England-
er $225.00/B0. Trade for battery 
model table radio(s) of equal value, 
working or not. 
Wanted: For General Radio type 384 
oscillator: information, parts,(meters, 
potentiometer) literature for a General 
Radio Type 384 oscillator made in the 
early 1920s. Any information greatly 
appreciated! This unit had plug in coils 
similar to the type 584 which was 
made in 1929 or so, and the coils were 
stored on top of the oscillator. 
Michael Crain N3VWN, 3 Hillside 
Ave, Harveys Lake, PA, 18618; 
phone: ( 570) 639-2794; 
akradio@juno.com 

Wanted: Gaylord Wirecorder wire 
recorder (see Begun, 1949, p. 145/6). 
Schematic, reels (these are about 2.5" 
in diameter and have 5 holes in a circle 
on their face,) any other data about 
them. There were two models. I'd be 
delighted with either. A reel with wire 
on it would be helpful as well. Please 
do not contact me about other wire 
recorders- this is the one I presently 

need. Steve Smolian. 
smolians@erols.com. 

Wanted: Schematics and any other 
data for two Hickok mid-30's signal 
generator models OS-7 and OS-8. 
Roger Asman. 15383 Blue Skies Ct. 
West, Livonia, MI 48154-1515. 
Phone 734-464-0426. or 
rogerasman@aol.com 

Sale: Three consoles. 1927 Grigsby-
Grunow Majestic 72 (high boy). 
Electrically restored, sounds great, 
elegant, heavy. Atwater Kent 46 
metal radio in wood cabinet. Low 
audio. Atwater Kent 318 4 band AM/ 
SW. Nice shape, works well, not 
heavy. Lowest bidder, which means 
free if you are the only one! Andy 
Mita. Kensington, MD. (301) 257-
0707. arm@gnode.org. 

For Sale by non-member: 1949 
floor model Philco television set ( 10-
inch picture tube), Model 49-1040. 
Nice cabinet. You pick up 
(Hyattsville, MD area). Make an 
offer. Mae Mardres, 301-422-7524. 
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Map to the Sully Station Community 
Center, where the December MAARC 
meeting will be held. 
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Sun., Sept. 19 

Sun., Oct. 17 

Sun., Nov. 21 

Sun, Dec 19 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Elections this meeting! Presentation: TBD 

RadioFallFest 2010, MAARC's annual fall radio meet 
extraordinaire. Huge fleamarket—old radios, ham gear, 
electronic test equipment, you name it, opens at 7:00! 
Also huge auction, combining regular radios, ham gear, 
etc., and special estate items. Food served by Boy 
Scouts of America. At the Davidsonville Family 
Recreation Center—map and directions on page 2. 

MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation 
Center. See p. 2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30, 
meeting at 1:30. Presentation TBD 

MAARC meeting in northern Virginia, at Sully Station 
Community Center ( near Dulles Airport). This is our one and 
only meeting in northern Virginia in 2010. Very big auction this 
meeting. Tailgate fleamarket starts 11:00, meeting 1:30. Map 
p. 15. Full presentation, to be announced. 

(For full hamfest calendar, refer to ARRL web-pages.) 
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